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Humans are called to rule over creation (Gen. 1:27) but not in an irresponsible 
way. We should treat creation, as we read in Genesis 2:15, by caring for it. That 
was the requirement from God for humanity. We can define creation care as nature 
conservation. However, we should acknowledge that we have been neglecting our role 
as stewards of creation. There is deforestation, species extinction, pollution, and other 
human activities that cause suffering not only for plants and animals, but also for 
people. Mismanagement of nature can cause spillover of disease. In wildlife, agents of 
disease are common, but they are somehow under control when there are many hosts. 
Scientists recognize today that pathogens and parasites have a role in the structure of 
ecosystems. By causing deforestation and removing animals from their natural habitats, 
we are increasing the possibility of zoonotic diseases that may cause epidemics and 
pandemics. This article will relate the origin of viral diseases, such as COVID19, to a 
failure of proper nature management and provide examples of viral diseases resulting 
from such mismanagement. 
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Destruction of Nature and 
Disease Ecology
Disease and nature destruction are 
linked if humans subdue the earth with-
out caring for it. When people change 
the environment abruptly, the original 
ecosystems that were there might not be 
ready to face the new diseases that come.1 
Pathogens cause infections, and many 
of these agents of disease live in natural 
ecosystems. The new diseases caused by 
these pathogens can produce an epidemic 

for plants, animals, and people, establish-
ing a relationship between disease and 
ecology. Habitat and biodiversity loss are 
increasing diseases in wildlife,2 and the 
homogenization of habitats by human 
activities leads to easier transmission of 
pathogens and epidemics.

Human land-use change causes habitat 
loss (fragmentation), mainly through the 
reduction of tree cover (deforestation). 
This contributes to the spreading of dis-
eases and the occurrence of epidemics 
in forest communities. Deforestation 
increases the possibility of physical con-
tact between humans and animals, which 
can result in the transmission of infectious 
diseases from parasites and pathogens 
of wildlife.3 Land-use change, such as 
deforestation, is the leading driver for 
emerging “zoonoses,” infectious diseases 
that have jumped from a nonhuman ani-
mal to humans.4 
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Habitat loss will lead to the reduction of species 
richness, and the pathogens would be highly 
prevalent if there are few host species and few 
individuals.5 This means that a low biodiversity 
index is an invitation to disease in wildlife. Several 
epidemics have originated in the wild and affected 
crops, livestock, and people. The higher the biological 
diversity, the lesser the disease’s prevalence is in the 
ecosystem.6 If there are more hosts in the ecosystem, 
the whole ecosystem’s diseases are fewer.7 Knowing 
this fact, we should maintain the integrity of 
ecosystems by avoiding species loss.

Parasites and Pathogens in the 
Ecosystems
Diseases are mainly carried by pathogens and para-
sites, which formerly were relegated as anomalies in 
nature but now can be considered part of the food 
web in all ecosystems. Some scientists argue that 
the food web is incomplete without them because 
they could dominate food web links.8 Today para-
sites could be placed at the top of the food pyramid 
because they can produce more biomass than 
their hosts. Parasitism paradoxically may increase 
biodiversity because some parasites are “good,” pro-
tecting individuals against more pathogenic forms.9 
Parasites may modify every kind of interaction in 
an ecosystem. We should consider that natural dis-
eases in an ecosystem are part of the process, not 
just anomalies.10 Life cycles of parasites and their 
dynamics, normal vectors of disease, affect wildlife’s 
community structure and people.11

All animals, plants, and people have symbionts 
inside their bodies, which could be parasites or 
potential pathogens. We should be familiar with 
the human microbiota.12 Microbes’ standard load 
in plants and animals is fundamental to resisting 
pathogens from outside their geographical scope. It 
has been proposed that wildlife outbreaks, such as 
the amphibian’s chytridiomycosis (a disease that is 
killing frogs worldwide), are the result of change in 
microbial communities and a new disease dynamic.13 
Pathogens and parasites have a function in nature. 
When we disrupt their cycles with deforestation or 
wildlife traffic, we are more likely to become contam-
inated by zoonosis. 

Zoonotic Viral Diseases
Recent years have witnessed several outbreaks 
and pandemics in humans as a result of spillover. 
Spillover occurs when a pathogen (that may or may 
not cause disease in the natural host) comes in contact 
with a new host population and acquires the ability 
to replicate in the new host. Examples of recent spill-
overs include several Coronaviruses (SARS in 2003, 
MERS in 2012, SARS-CoV-2, the agent of COVID-
19 in 2019), Nipah virus in 1999, Ebola virus in 1976 
with several epidemics after that, Sin Nombre virus 
in 1993, several human outbreaks of highly patho-
genic avian influenza, hantavirus, Zika, Ebola, HIV, 
and West Nile virus.14 Several of these outbreaks are 
viral diseases that came about due to environmental 
changes caused by human activities.15

Sometimes spillovers occur as a direct result of 
human behavior, as in the case of monkeypox in 2003. 
Despite its name, monkeypox is a disease caused by 
a rodent poxvirus that occasionally infects humans in 
different parts of Africa.16 In 2013, 47 cases of human 
monkeypox were reported in different parts of the 
United States. It was determined that the virus was 
introduced through a shipment of wild animals from 
West Africa, including African giant rats, tree squir-
rels, and different species of mice. The wild animals 
were later sold as pets. The outbreak was easily con-
tained because there was no human transmission, 
but it highlights the dangers of introducing wild ani-
mals into our human environment.17 An unmanaged 
and uncontrolled wild animal market is a melting 
pot of zoonotic viruses.

Nipah virus represents another example of spillover 
due to human activities. Nipah virus is a member of 
the Paramyxoviridae family. The virus was first iso-
lated in 1999, when over 250 infectious encephalitis 
cases, with over 100 deaths, occurred in Malaysia 
and surrounding areas. The disease was transmitted 
to humans by pigs, who became infected by eating 
fruit contaminated by bat saliva or urine. This first 
outbreak was successfully contained by culling one 
million pigs.18 However, since then, several small 
outbreaks have occurred in Bangladesh and India, 
where this disease is linked to the consumption 
of fruit products, such as date palm sap collected 
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 overnight in open containers that get contami-
nated with urine or saliva from infected bats.19 In 
this instance, safer agricultural procedures, such as 
avoiding livestock and agriculture in the proximity 
of wildlife, can eliminate spillover risk.

Machupo virus is a member of the Arenaviridae and 
is the etiological agent of Bolivian hemorrhagic fever. 
Machupo virus infects asymptomatic rodents and 
is shed with urine. The first recorded occurrence of 
the disease in humans dates to 1962, in the rural vil-
lage of San Joaquín (Bolivia). Over 600 people were 
infected, and the lethality rate was close to 20%. 
The outbreak was associated with a decrease in the 
domestic cat population and an increase in rodent 
numbers that occurred after the region had a high 
incidence of malaria, and extensive DDT use was 
carried out. Cat mortality was associated with expo-
sure to toxic doses of DDT through the alimentary 
chain and resulted in an uncontrolled burst of mice. 
The outbreak disappeared when rodents were con-
trolled by extensive trapping, and the cat population 
was re-established.20 The terrible legacy of DDT as a 
toxic agent for the ecosystems affected human health 
with the emergence of the Machupo virus.

Rift Valley fever (RVF) is a viral zoonosis caused 
by a Phlebovirus, affecting primarily animals, but it 
can also infect humans. The virus is transmitted by 
mosquito bites. In 1987, a massive outbreak of RVF, 
with about 200 human deaths, occurred in the areas 
surrounding the Senegal River after the Diama dam 
was built.21 Similarly, an outbreak of RVF occurred 
in Egypt following the completion of the Aswan 
dam.22 Dams cause ecological disasters by alter-
ing the water cycle and modifying the landscape in 
the places where they are built.23 In these instances, 
creating artificial water basins and irrigation for agri-
cultural purposes has increased the habitat favorable 
for mosquito breeding, consequently increasing the 
risk of RVF transmission.24 These examples of RVF 
outbreaks in Africa are tied to nature destruction. 

Climate change is also an essential factor for emerg-
ing viral diseases. In fact, several arboviral infections 
are transmitted explicitly by tropical mosquitoes. 
Increasing temperatures result in extended habitats 

for tropical mosquitos, and therefore also for the 
viruses they carry. For example, dengue fever is a 
disease transmitted by female mosquitoes, mainly of 
the species Aedes aegypti and, to a lesser extent, Ae. 
albopictus. These mosquitoes are also vectors of chi-
kungunya, yellow fever, and Zika viruses. Severe 
dengue is a leading cause of severe illness and 
death. According to the World Health Organization, 
before 1970, only nine countries had experienced 
severe dengue fever epidemics, but now the dis-
ease is endemic in over 100 countries.25 About half 
of the world’s population is now at risk, with an 
estimated 100 million symptomatic infections each 
year.26 Furthermore, autochthonous transmission 
of arboviral disease is starting to occur also in tem-
perate zones,27 in association with heavy rains and 
temperatures permissive for mosquito breeding.28 
Our negligent stewardship of the climate moves viral 
diseases, once restricted to a tropical area, to temper-
ate areas where previously people were not exposed.

Contention of Pandemics
We can trace terrible epidemics and historic pandem-
ics as different cases of zoonosis. The zoonotic origin 
of this new Coronavirus is strongly supported by 
genetic analysis, showing close genomic homology 
to several bat and pangolin viruses.29 As we write, 
evidences do not support a single direct spillover 
from a still unidentified animal source to humans 
(the horseshoe bat Rhinolophus affinis is a potential 
candidate), but they are consistent with multiple 
spillover events between different animal species, 
facilitated by typical meat-markets selling live ani-
mals.30 Regardless, bats, pangolins, and other forest 
animals should have lived their lives freely in their 
undisturbed habitats. However, people destroyed 
their forests and removed the wildlife to bring them 
into human markets with insalubrious conditions. In 
those markets, wild animals interact in a way that is 
not natural, exchanging saliva, blood, and pathogens 
inside crowded cages. Here zoonosis occurs, and 
the conditions provide a very likely scenario for the 
origin of an epidemic.31 This is a scenario of misman-
agement of creation with a lack of respect for other 
creatures and for the integrity of ecosystems, which 
are also part of God’s creation. Both hypotheses 
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( lab-leakage and animal markets) indicate the impor-
tance of human contribution not only in spreading 
and failing to control the pandemic, but also, possi-
bly, in its origin.

This pandemic caused by coronavirus is something 
that could be interpreted as one of the “groans of 
creation”: 

We know that the whole creation has been groan-
ing as in the pains of childbirth right up to the 
present time. (Romans 8:22)

This Bible verse is used mainly to describe soteriolog-
ical or eschatological scenarios. But we can also see 
that human sin is still affecting creation in a way that 
natural decay is exacerbated. In our lust for nature’s 
products, creation groans, and as a consequence, we 
have this pandemic. With our irresponsible behavior, 
we are aggravating nature’s groaning.32 The creation 
has been in pain because of our mismanagement; it 
is time that we exercise adequate stewardship and 
bring healing in this broken world.33

Proposed Solution: Creation Care
Humanity has survived previous pandemics in the 
past. Christians have taken part in the solution by 
caring for the needy. We can still do the same, and 
this is the time for Christians to heed the authorities 
when they promote vaccination and impose quar-
antines, mask mandates, and meeting restrictions 
because those are policies that offer some protec-
tion.34 One of these policies should also involve 
nature conservation to prevent zoonosis.35 This is not 
the time for Christians to spread misinformation and 
conspiracy theories about the pandemic.36 These lies 
shame our testimony and do not provide a solution 
to those who are suffering. We have the opportunity 
to apply science and faith to solve a health crisis. 
Neither is this the time to blame God for the zoonotic 
diseases that caused so much suffering: we, of our 
free will, disturbed nature’s pathogens that origi-
nated those diseases.

We should also consider the neglected command-
ment of creation care more seriously by becoming 
agents of the Lord’s kingdom to conserve the integ-
rity of the ecosystems that were entrusted to us.37 

This call to action is not equivalent to becoming 
 political activists for a specific party: we care for cre-
ation because it is what God expects from us. We 
should conserve the forests and the animals that live 
there; in this way, we prevent the spillover of dis-
eases from wildlife to humans.38 We should advocate 
for the combat of the illicit wildlife trade that puts 
people at risk of zoonosis.39 There could be more 
viruses or pathogens that would mutate quickly and 
affect us, even worse than the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 
The conservation of nature is not just for the sake of 
animals, plants, or romantic conservationists. It is a 
way to love God and our neighbor. 
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